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Dynamics and stability of charged clusters and droplets
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In 1882 Lord Raleigh predicted fl] that a charged, incompressible liquid droplet becomes
unstable as soon as the cohesive forces, which create the surface tension and which try to keep
the droplet in its spherical equilibrium form, are equal to the Coulomb forces, which try to
destabilise the droplet. In terms of energies, this means that the Coulomb energy £c
corresponds to twice the surface energy £s- About half a century later [2,3] the ratio

X=ECHE% (1)

has been called the fissility, thus characterising the Rayleigh limit by X = 1. Furthermore,
Rayleigh claimed that for high charges (X > 1) higher multi-pole oscillations will become
unstable and will provoke the emission of liquid in form of fine jets. Up to now these
predictions have not been confirmed experimentally in a clear and convincing manner.

(n the 19301h the liquid drop model has been applied with great success to other systems
like atomic nuclei. In this case the charge is volume distributed in contrast to the surface
charged droplets. Even the most heavy nucleus which has been produced recently with a
nucleus charge of Z = 114, is characterised by an X-value smaller than 1 (X ~ 0.9 [4]).
Therefore, the decay of the nucleus is a thermally activated process well below the Rayleigh
limit, characterised by a fission barrier of finite height.

During the last decade a new effort has been started in the field of cluster physics with the
aim to test the validity of the Rayleigh limit, in this case, metal clusters are ionised in
collisions with highly charged ions, thus, allowing for the first time to prepare charged
systems with a fissility larger than 1.

The experimental principle is as follows. Neutral sodium clusters are produced in a gas
aggregation source. Sodium is heated in an oven to a temperature of 350 to 400°C. The hot
sodium vapour (partial pressure ~ 0.1 inbar) expands into a cold He-atmosphere (pressure of
several mbar, T ~77 K) where it condenses due to super-saturation. The formed clusters pass
two differentially pumped sections before entering the interaction region, which is kept at a
pressure of about 10' mbar (by using a liquid nitrogen cooled trap which encloses the
extraction region). The cluster velocity depends on the cluster size and the source conditions,
it ranges from 200 to 400 m/s [5]. The measured mass distribution follows a log-normal
distribution as expected for this type of cluster source. The smallest clusters contain several
tens of sodium atoms, the maximum occurs at around 150 atoms with a tail reaching to
clusters made of 400 atoms. The cluster density within the beam is rather low at the
interaction region, integrated over the whole size distribution it amounts to about 10-!06

clusters/cm1 [5].
The ions which are produced in a CAPRICE-ECR ion source [6] interact with the sodium

clusters at the object point of a reflectron-type lime-of-flight spectrometer, characterised by a
mass resolution of ~ 15000 [7J. The ion beam is pulsed (10 us. 3 kHz) as well as the
extraction field for the produced cluster ions. After passing the timc-of-<1ight system the
extracted particles are delected by a channelplale device and finally registered by a 'multi-hit'
start-stop system. Typical flight times are of the order of 100 to 200 us.

In Figure 1 a small part of the measured mass spectrum is shown close io the stability limit
of five-time charged sodium clusters. The intensity of these cluster ions disappears close to
n/q - 21.6 corresponding to a so-called appearance size of /ia|,n -IOS. When we rewrite
equation (1) for the case of sodium clusters we obtain :
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X = Ec! 2 £ s = <f£11 = 2.5 q2 / n , (2)

where e is Ihe elementary charge, rs the Wigner Seilz radius and a the surface tension. Thus,
the measured appearance size for five times charges sodium clusters corresponds to a fissility
of X(q=5) = 0.58, which is well below 1. Smaller systems with higher A'-values decay by
thermally activated processes due to their internal energy.
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Figure I: Part of a limc-of-tlight specirum of multiply charged sodium clusters Na,,9' (transformed into
size/charge values), produced in collisions of Ar ions with neutral sodium clusters. The vertical lines
mark the positions of five-lime charged clusters.

In order to demonstrate the influence of the internal energy on the appearance size, we
have performed experiments with highly charged projectiles (Xe28*), in order to minimise the
energy transfer during the collision, and clusters, the initial temperature of which has been
varied with a heal bath between ~ 80 K and 400 K. In Figure 2 the appearance size of four
times charged clusters is shown as a function of the initial cluster temperature and the charge
slate of the projectile used to ionise the neutral clusters. At Ihe lowest initial temperature, the
different points show that Ihe appearance size strongly decreases with increasing projectile
charge. This is due to the dominance of peripheral collisions with increasing charge. Whereas
for laser ionisation njpt, is found to be 123, close to the case of proton collisions (119), this
value is as low as 71 in (lie case of Xe2*' projectiles. The corresponding X-values vary from
0.33 to 0.57. When comparing appearance sizes for a given projectile (O5+ - ions) but
different initial temperatures, the value increases from 83 to 120 for 7"= 80 K to T- 350 K.
This means that for a 4-fold ionisation of Ual2o about 9 eV are transferred more in proton
collisions than in collisions with 0S4 , as in both cases different impact parameter ranges are
effective.
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Figure 2: Appearance sizes for 4-limes charged sodium clusters as a (unction of the initial cluster temperature.
The values at 80 K (full circles) correspond to different projectiles, the open circles are obtained in
collisions with O5 ' ions at different cluster temperatures.

In Figure 3 the cluster ions at their appearance size are shown in a charge/size plot. The
two lines marked by X= 1 and X= 0.3 characterise those systems where the fission barrier
vanishes or its height is of the order of 1 eV, the activation energy for evaporation of neutral
monomers. Our measurements show that with increasing cluster charge and consequently
cluster size the delected systems indeed approach the Rayleigh limit (for q=\0 we find X~
0.85). However, it is not totally reached due to the initial cluster temperature (80 K) and the
energy transfer in the collision.
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Figure 3; Cluster inns at their appearance size approaching the Kayleigh limil.

The temperature effects should be negligible for very large systems. Therefore, we have
studied the stability and the explosion of highly charged microdroplels, which are injected
into a Paul trap levilator. The charge lo size raiio is determined from the levitaior DC-voltage,
the droplet diameter by an analysis of (he Mie scattering signal from the droplet, which is



irradiated with a HeNe laser. The diameters of the glycol droplets are of the order of 100 um,
the charges of several pC. Both entities are followed as a function of time during the
evaporation of the droplet. We observe that successive explosions occur where about 20% of
the charge is emitted whereas no mass loss is observable.

In addition we can analyse by the integrated scattered light intensity the quadrupole
oscillations of the droplet, which are driven by the quadrupole field of the trap. Whereas the
driving trap frequency is rather low (200 Hz), the Eigen frequency of the droplet is of the
order of several tens of kHz. Therefore, the droplet can easily follow the driving force and we
observe a certain amplitude of the oscillation which depends on the strength of the quadrupole
field. Only when we approach the value ofX=l, the Eigen frequency drops to zero and passes
in the vicinity of X=\ the driven frequency. Indeed, we observe resonance phenomena just
before each explosion, i. e. a strong increase of the amplitude and a phase shift of the
oscillation. As the resonance is linked to X ~ 1, this is the first proof that the Coulomb
instability of charged glycol microdroplets occurs at X~ 1, as predicted by Lord Rayleigh.
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